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FREE LOVE HURTS
Alexandra Kollontai – Soviet feminist
activist, sexual revolutionary, writer and
diplomat, one of few women in the
Bolshevik government's inner circle after
1917. An advocate for women’s working
rights and sexual freedom, she soon
questioned the authenticity of the new
government’s devotion to radical equality.
In exchange, Kollontai was branded a
bourgeois idealist and ousted.
In this exhibition, six artists are
presented with a brief, asking them each
to explore Kollontai’s history and writing
from a personal perspective, and create
work in response. Alongside this,
‘archival’ material aids in relocating
Kollontai in a contemporary context,
asking us to consider her contribution to a
feminist history and present.
Jennifer Rooke read Kollontai's Sexual
Relations and the Class Struggle (1921),
leading her to think about possession,
spiritual and physical fidelity/infidelity,
loneliness, and modern relationships. In
her work Rooke explores how these ideas
apply to her personal world, while being
influenced by the seemingly immortal,
enduring aesthetic of the revolution
surrounding Kollontai – the Russian
avant-garde. Breathing a constructiviststyle pattern onto her old, worn-out
practical shoe, this is for Rooke an
expression of the Bolshevik concern with
the proletariat, and Kollontai's influence
on the everyday life of its women.
Callum Royle discovered a letter written
in 1920 by Alexandra Kollontai to Dora
Montefiore, an English-Australian
suffragist, Communist, and poet. In this,
an optimistic picture is painted of the
“new world” in which the “psychology of
the masses has changed so greatly”, and
where “the place of women in the state
and family has changed: all women have
to work.” In his sculptures, Royle
interprets Kollontai’s view of the
Communist state at this point in time. The
new world is built over the old, though
both are subject to the same harsh
Russian landscape. Kollontai identifies a
grinding battle in converting Russia into a
truly Communist state, however in this
letter she sees the outcome as one of hope
and beauty.
Edward Ounapuu works with elements
of chance and spontaneity to produce
abstracted, thickly layered paintings. These
three works are an emotional reaction to
Kollontai after his reading from her

Selected Writings, a process akin to that of
automatic painting. Ounapuu draws from
his subconscious and responds to
Kollontai through colour, shape, and
gesture.

Works L – R from elevator:

Siying Zhou revisited the influence of
Communism on the women in her family
in 1980s China. As Chairman Mao’s
Marxist-Leninist politics echoed a Soviet
perspective, women were called to step
out of their traditional domestic space to
work and fight alongside men, for as Mao
said, “women hold half the sky.” In
response to Kollontai, Zhou’s work
explores the perceived social roles and
responsibilities of Communist Chinese
women. Growing up, she watched her
mother, aunt and grandmothers succeed
in their careers, identifying them as
powerful heroines in the public world. Yet
in observing the domestic parts of their
life, she also witnessed a contradiction, or
a persisting inequality: the expectation that
women would, out of their ‘feminine
love’, continue to manage domestic life,
while also excelling in working life.

2. Jennifer Rooke, My Shoe, 2017, acrylic
paint on shoe

Caroline Phillips’ recent practice
explores 1970s central core imagery and
draws from Luce Irigaray, who affirms the
autonomy and specificity of the feminine
as a dynamic and creative force. She finds
parallels between Irigaray and Kollontai,
who invited Russian women to harness
their political and domestic agency in a
relationship of ‘comradeship’ between the
sexes, rather than opposition. Phillips’
abstracted sculptures allow for open
interpretation of the material elements of
abundance and intensity present in female
sexuality, while emphasising qualities of
flexibility, movement and growth. This
points to Kollontai’s belief that women
were to be free to express their sexuality
under the new political system,
unhindered by patriarchal oppression.
Bon Mott’s work acknowledges and reactivates under-represented historical
figures. She seeks to re-interpret their life
and achievements through performance
and in this instance, sculpture. Kollontai is
added to an eclectic group currently at the
forefront of Mott’s practice, including
artist Rebecca Horn, philosopher
Luce Irigaray, inventor Nikola Tesla,
musician Bon Scott and others. In this
work Mott brings together diverging
elements from the birthplaces of these
figures, both material and conceptual, in a
creative act of homage.

1. Jennifer Rooke, Thinking about you,
possessing me, 2017, pen, pencil and marker
drawing on paper

3. Jennifer Rooke Hearing and
Understanding, 2017, pen drawing on paper
4. Alexandra Kollontai, Love of Worker Bees,
c. 1923. Published by Virago, 1980.
Translated by Cathy Porter.
5-6. Callum Royle, New world, old world,
2017, concrete and resin
7. Alexandra Kollontai, Love of Worker Bees,
c. 1923. Published by Virago, 1980.
Translated by Cathy Porter. Cover
illustration by unknown artist.
8-10. Edward Ounapuu, Untitled, 2017,
acrylic on board
11. “Who Cares for Women Workers?” in
Bluestocking, 1976, national newsletter
published by the Australian Women’s
Education Coalition. Sourced from the
Women’s Art Register archives.
12-14. Siying Zhou, No Chairman Mao’s
haircut for women, 2017, inkjet prints, bread
roll, jam, found cigarette butt, tablecloth
15. Russian woman in Communist rally
with photo of Alexandra Kollontai. Still
from documentary series The Ascent of
Woman (2016), written and presented by
Dr Amanda Foreman. Image credit: Silver
River/BBC.
16. Caroline Phillips, shewoman, 2017,
plastic, recycled rubber, builder's twine
17. Caroline Phillips, lust/re, 2017, plastic,
recycled beads, builder's twine
18. Pussy Riot members with digital image
of Alexandra Kollontai. Still from
documentary series The Ascent of Woman
(2016), written and presented by Dr
Amanda Foreman. Image credit: Silver
River/BBC.
19. Bon Mott, Between Customs, 2017, giclee
prints on vellum paper, magnets, foil, shed
skin from a snake in Saint Remy, French
oat milk container, chain, hare's tail,
dragon from Château des Baux
Text by Andrée Ruggeri with
contributions by all artists

